Greetings,
I would love you to meet Alaura O'Dell, writer, writing coach, artist, entrepreneur, and
the host of the Write Your Story, Heal Your Life Summit: Make a Living from Your
Writing and Art.

Alaura recently interviewed me for her free upcoming video series, Write Your Story,
Heal Your Life. She’s created this educational and informational interview series for
anyone who is interested in transforming lives (including their own) with their art and
who wants to make a living while doing it!
Alaura personally knows the power of the written word and art to transform and heal. In
the interviews, she opens up about going from a childhood living in the slums of London
to having a successful career in the music and art world! After many years as an
entrepreneurial artist, Alaura decided to dedicate her life to writing and coaching others
in their creative endeavors. At age 45, she signed up for University for the first time. In
2016, she received her MFA in Writing and Consciousness, and she now works full-time
as a writer and writing coach. Alaura is a firm believer in writing as a tool for anyone
(whether self-identified writer and artist or not) to live their most inspiring and creative
life.
In this complimentary, educational series, Alaura interviews internationally best-selling
authors, publishers, writing coaches, artists, and entrepreneurs—many who make
incomes of Six Figure Figures and Up!

The interviews cover a wide-range of subjects, including:










Finding the Courage to Write Your Story
Delving into the Stories of Your Family & Ancestors
Finding a Publisher for Your Book
All the Information You Need to Know on How to Self-Publish
Hiring a Writing Coach
Starting Your Book
Finishing Your Book—and Selling It!
How To Have Amazon Publish Your Book
And, How To Turn Your Book Into A Screenplay!

In this interview series you will learn everything (well, almost everything ) you've
always wanted to know about how to finally get your artistic work out into the world,
using writing and art to heal, and making a living from your art, as a writer, artist,
coach, entrepreneur, or all of the above!
If you want to finish your book, start your book, share your personal story, and find out
how to share it with the world, this is the series I recommend watching. There are so
many resources and free gifts!

Here is the LINK to register and have the series delivered to you for FREE.

>> Write Your Unique Story <<
Thank you, and I really hope you watch this informative interviews series!

